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1. Introduction
Conversation Co was engaged by the City of Port Phillip to analyse and report upon
engagement data, collected to determine the views on surface options for the Eastern
Reserve, North in Southern Melbourne. This consultation was undertaken in response to
a petition to Council containing 407 signatures, seeking urgent maintenance and
upgrading of infrastructure at the Reserve. Council recognises that the current surface is
in poor condition, and identified that it has been di�cult to establish grass due to heavy
use by dogs and a shade-covered surface.

The consultation outlined in this report focuses on gaining feedback on di�erent surface
options, adding vegetation and dog ‘play’ elements into the park.

This phase of engagement builds upon previous engagement undertake for the Reserve:
● November 2011- focussed on gaining thoughts and opinions on the current state
● March 2012- focussed on a concept proposal for the playspace and reserve,

informed by the previous consultation feedback
● April 2013- informed the community of final design and construction
● May 2013- focussed on fencing proposal at Eastern Reserve North

2. Methodology
Council developed a survey, provided through Council’s ‘Have Your Say’ Project Page.
This survey collected community feedback on the options for the Eartern Reserve North
surface and landscaping. Respondents were also asked to provide basic demographic
identifiers (gender and suburb) as well as information regarding their use of the Reserve.

Strategies to support participation

Community participation was supported through the following initiatives:
● Communications Campaign: run through the City of Port Phillip. This included

promotion on Council’s corporate channels and social media as well as signage
at the site.

● Dedicated Project Page: a dedicated project page was created on Council’s
Have Your Say, a consistent location for the community to access information
and participation via the survey.

● Direct emails: original petitioners were e-mailed to participate directly
● Site activation: intercept surveying was completed at the site on Wednesday 9

November to promote the survey and gain interest. Additional intercepts were
planned for Saturday 12th November but this was cancelled due to the Reserve
needing to be closed.
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3. Who Participated?
A total of 112 submissions were received from the online survey. It should be noted that
there was some duplication when assessing the unique IP addresses of the respondents.

Whilst it is expected that there will be IP addresses with multiple responses due to people
living together and each completing the survey,  one unique address contributed eleven
individual responses. This may indicate one person completing multiple survey
responses.

Table 1: No. of unique IP addresses by no of. responses
No. of responses per IP

address
No. IP addresses

1 77
2 3
3 1
4 1
11 2*
112 (total) 84* (total)

*One of the 11 responses to one IP address is directly linked to the intercept survey that was conducted on
site and is not indicative of duplication, all of these responses have been included.

To ensure data integrity the data indicating level of support (Page 7 and 8) will be
presented in two formats:

1. As a whole, which includes all responses received (N= 112)
2. With only the first response from each unique IP address, not including those

collected at the intercept surveys (N= 94*).
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Gender

Across the survey responses,  111 participants identified their gender, with 58.6% (N=65)
identifying as woman or female, 32.4% (N=36) identifying as man or male, 2.7%
identifying as non-binary (N=3), 6.3% (N=7) preferred not to say and 0 people selected a
di�erent term.  This contrasts with the demographics of the municipality, with 51.2%
females and 48.8% males (Community ID, 2021).

Figure 1: Percentage of Identified Gender of Participants

Suburb of residence

110 participants identified their suburb of residence, the overwhelming majority reporting
South Melbourne (74.55%, N=82), followed by Southbank (12.72%, N=14), Albert Park, Port
Melbourne and Elwood (2.73% and N=3 respectively), and St. Kilda and St. Kilda East
(0.91% and N=1 responsively).

Outside of Port Phillip, there was also one  participant from each of the following
suburbs: Richmond, Altona and Essendon  (0.91% and N=1,= respectively).
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Connection to Eastern Reserve

Participants were asked ‘How often do you visit Eastern Reserve dog-o� leash area?’
109 participants responded, with the majority reporting more than once a week (55.05%,
N=60); followed by rarely (13.76%, N=15 respectively); weekly (11.93%, N= 13) a few times a
month (8.26%, N=9); monthly (5.5%, N=6), a few times a year (3.67%, N=4); and I have
never visited the park (1.83%, N=2).

Figure 2: How often participants visit Eastern Reserve dog o� leash area

Participants were asked ‘Do you bring a dog when you visit the park. 108 participants
responded with the majority indicating yes (65.7%, N= 71); 29.6% indicating no (N= 32)
and 4.6% indicating sometimes (N=5).

Figure 3: Percentage of participants bringing a dog to Eastern Reserve
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4. Level of support for options
Participants were presented with two options for surface coverage to express their level
of support:

● Option 1: Entirely granitic sand, with soft landscaping features
● Option 2: Part granitic sand and part grass - Note: Grass won't be able to be

accessed approx. 6 months of the year to make sure it grows well.

Neither option received a significantly high level of support from respondents.
Comparing the data of the first response from each unique IP address to all responses,
demonstrated that all responses (which includes potential duplication) had lower levels
of support overall.

Option 1 was very or somewhat supported by 31.1% of respondents from a unique IP
(N=28) and 26.17% from all respondents (N=28); very or somewhat unsupported by
58.89% of respondents from a unique IP (N=53) and 65.42% of all responses (N=70); with
10% of respondents from a unique IP and 8.41% of all respondents indicating they felt
neutral (N=9 respectively).

Figure 4: Level of support for Option 1 (Unique IP only vs all responses)
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Option 2 was very or somewhat supported by 44.4% of respondents from a unique IP
(N=40) and 37.96% from all respondents (N=41); very or somewhat unsupported by
47.78% of respondents from a unique IP (N=43) and 55.55% of all responses (N=60); with
7.78% of respondents from a unique IP and 6.48% of all respondents indicating they felt
neutral (N=7 respectively).

Figure 5: Level of support for Option 2 (Unique IP only vs all responses)

Of the 104 responses, respondents who brought a dog when visiting the park, were
overall more supportive of the options compared to those who did not bring a dog.

Option 1 was not highly supported by either group with 32.88% (N=24) of respondents
who bought a dog either very or somewhat supporting the option and 12.90% (N=4) of
respondents who did not bring a dog. 54.8% of respondents who brought a dog when
visiting the park were somewhat or very unsupportive of Option 1 (N= 40) compared to
87.10% of who did not bring a dog (N=27). 12.33% of respondents who brought a dog to
the park were neutral (N=9).
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Figure 6: Level of support for Option 1 (respondents who bring a dog when visiting
the park vs those that do not)

Option 2 received a higher level of support from respondents who brought a dog with
52.06% either very or somewhat supporting the option (N=38), compared with only 6.45%
(N=2) of respondents who did not bring a dog. 39.73% of respondents who brought a
dog when visiting the park were somewhat or very unsupportive of Option 2 (N= 29)
compared to 90.32% of who did not bring a dog (N=28). 8.22% of respondents who
brought a dog to the park were neutral (N=6) and 3.23% of people who did not bring a
dog (N=1).

Figure 7: Level of support for Option 2 (respondents who bring a dog when visiting
the park vs those that do not)
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5. Support for landscaping options
Participants were asked ‘ A range of soft landscaping options will be introduced to the park,
such as planting and rocks. In addition to this, would you like to see some other dog play
elements?’ 105 participants responded, (39.3%) reporting ‘no’ (N=42); followed by (35.5%)
reporting ‘yes’ to a combination of natural and manufactured elements (N= 38); 21.5%
‘yes’ to natural play elements such as logs or rocks (N=23); 1.9% ‘yes’ to manufactured
dog agility equipment (N=2); and 1.9% unsure (N=2).

Overall, after combining the various ‘yes’ responses, the majority of respondents were in
support of dog play elements (58.9%) in comparison to 39.3% opposed and 1.9% unsure.

Figure 8: Level of support for dog play elements
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Respondents who brought a dog to the park were more likely to support dog play
elements with 78.38% (N= 58) of respondents indicating ‘yes’ to any dog play elements
(natural, manufacturer or a combination) compared to 13.33% of respondents who do
not bring a dog to the park (N=4). 18.92% of respondents who brought a dog to the park
did not support dog play elements (N=14), compared to 86.67% of respondents who do
not bring a dog to the park (N=26). A further 2.70% (N=2) people who brought a dog to
the park were unsure.

Figure 9: Overall level of support for dog play elements by respondents who bring a
dog when visiting the park

Figure 10: Overall level of support for dog play elements by respondents who do not
bring a dog to the park
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Of the respondents with dogs, the majority (47.30%, N= 35) supported the combination
approach (with natural and manufactured elements), followed by natural play elements
(28.38%, N=21), no elements (18.92%, N=14) and then manufactured dog agility equipment
or unsure (2.70% or N=2 respectively). Of respondents who did not bring a dog when
visiting the park, the majority supported no elements (86.67%, N= 26), followed by natural
play or a combination (6.67% or N=2 respectively).

Figure 11: Level of support for dog play elements (respondents who bring a dog
when visiting the park vs those that do not)
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6. Comments received
Participants were asked for any further comments or feedback. 78 individual comments
were received. This has been analysed and grouped into key themes shown in Table 2.
Some comments touched on multiple themes and these responses have been coded
against each.

Table 2: Participant further comments

Theme No.
responses

Summary

Noise/ barking 6 ● Barking impacting neighbours (5)
● Consider reducing hours

Not a suitable site 20 ● Unsuitable being in a residential area (5)
● Generally unsuitable  (5)
● Area is too small for dogs (5)
● Prefer multi use/ community access (3)
● Lack of sunlight
● Dogs ruining reserve

Excessive cost 4 ● Not a good use of Council money (2)
● Doesn’t benefit enough people (2)

Not suitable for equipment 3 ● Park is too small for equipment (3)

Not supportive of sand 14 ● Sand may harm dogs paws/eyes (6)
● Generally not supportive (5)
● Sand may smell due to urine and faeces (3)

Alternative surface
suggested

2 ● Bark
● Synthetic grass

Support grass 14 ● Support but Council needs to increase
maintenance (6)

● Grass better for dogs (5)
● General support for grass (3)

Generally supportive of
proposals

3 ● Excited/ happy for upgrades (2)
● Keep as dog park

Other elements requested
20 ● Gate/ double gate (6)

● Extra water fountain (3)
● Separate small area for dogs (2)
● Agility elements (2)
● Fix the fencing (2)
● Circuit design
● Sandpit
● Benches
● Dog bags
● Keep trees around edges

Other
20 ● Community currently maintaining/planting grass

(3)
● Remove the fence (3)
● Complete dog o�-leash guidelines (3)
● Survey/ consultation flawed (3
● One resident informing others to not support this
● Surface 1/3rd, more not fenced at any time
● Heard the park is contaminated
● Need a year round solution
● Utilise grass area across road and section this o�
● Dog attacked here
● Arborist to look at trees and falling branches
● Ringswood North Dog Park is a good design
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7. Next Steps
Ongoing engagement on the redevelopment of this Reserve has already created
significant interest and aspirations for those who have participated.

Keeping people updated
Issue a statement and update the Council project page thanking participants for
participating in the project and for sharing their ideas. As Council moves into the next
phase of the project it is important to keep the wider community updated about the
progress of this project.

Share the data
Consider ways Council can share this data such as creating a snapshot of the
engagement data, to bring the data to life with infographics to help participants digest
the information in an easy form.

Adherence to the Local Government Act 2020
Keeping participants informed in engagement and the project is called ‘closing the loop’
- the information loop is currently open. Participants have shared their ideas and their
feedback through the engagement process and are waiting to see what happens next.

A new requirement of the Act requires councils to share the information that has been
collected and inform the community as to how this will shape thinking.
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